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Michael Steele, Author
Life has a strange way of creating opportunity out of adversity.
It was 1984; I had left my life as a college basketball coach to
move into the business world. The pursuit of becoming a
financial advisor and sales manager created a great base of
market knowledge, sales skills, and a learning experience one
needs to excel in the professional coaching industry.
I chose to make business coaching my career in 2016. My focus
at Steele Coaching Group is working with financial advisors and
executives, committed to succeeding with integrity, hard work,
and joy. They want success and harmony in business and
personal life. I like to call that “Redefining the Leaderboard “.
Enjoy the book!

How to Use this E-Book
Often you will read a book like this and think to yourself: “I agree, those are some good
ideas” and not follow through on any of them. Or decide that “I want to do that routine” but
take no action. The big problem is that desire, on its own, does not equate to action.
This book provides an opportunity to get yourself into is a system of continual selfimprovement practices (also known as Kaizen). Write them down and incorporate them into
your daily routine. Many of these ideas could already be in your practice. Their trick is to
identify the pieces of the puzzle you are not using and add those pieces to your game. There
is an old saying that the best way to speed up is to slow down. Learn new things, practice
them, and do them right.
You will notice sports metaphors, analogies, and stories from my experiences throughout the
book. These thoughts can be applied everywhere - to a symphony, an art, a family, a business.
These real-life examples illustrate many of the concepts that will be discussed.
After two or three of these new ideas are comfortably embedded as habits, rituals, or into
your routine, come back for a couple more. However, it is also important to eliminate parts of
your routine that have already served their purpose. Your life can get too rigid if you overload
yourself with too much routine.
A word of caution: the more you try to change at one time, the less successful you will be.
Your daily or weekly routine will not change overnight. Much like changing your golf swing.
Best practice is to only change one or two parts of the swing at a time. Practice the changes
until they become second nature. Then, move to the next change and slowly build on success.
If you try to overhaul and change the entire swing at one time, your game goes bad, you get
frustrated and slowly go back to the old habits. Worse yet, you stop enjoying the process and
quit altogether. The goal of this book is to give you the tools to be successful. It is time to
change your routine, habits, and rituals - correctly, piece by piece.
Yes, it will take repetition. But repetition is not a bad thing. In fact, repetition is the
consistent activity of champions. Make these enjoyable challenges to boost revenue and
increase satisfaction in your life.
Work hard, work smart, have fun!
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Introduction
Let’s face the facts. Your old routine had been a bit stale, maybe broken, or at the very least,
in need of a tune-up. The pandemic changed our mindset and put us on our heels in many
ways. It took us out of being aggressive and attacking our days. It is a good time to check if
we are attacking or reacting to our days. Do you have a “why for your routines? Are you
attacking, or are you reacting?
Starting each day could be different - other family members are at home doing their stuff,
there is some temptation to do tasks around the house, there is no office energy, etc. But the
upside is the lack of traffic and pressure to be in the office at a certain time. This creates a
lot of extra time just for yourself. It allows you to focus without being interrupted and the
efficiency of the online meetings.
The new environment creates a fresh opportunity. Remote business and telecommuting will be
the new normal way to work. The sooner you adapt, develop, and incorporate pieces of
action into your routine, the better you will be long term.
All of us have some good practices in our current
routine. The question is: are they productive or
designed to create additional revenue, time, or
harmony most effectively?
Before you make any changes, take inventory, and
find activities to stop or subtract before adding more
tasks to your routine.

environment.

It is crucial to identify the timewasters in your
playbook and discard them. Practice shows, indeed,
that many of those might fall away from your new

It helps to understand the difference between routine, ritual, and habits. There has been lots
of writing lately about using good habits to create a powerful system, referred to as a
routine. Are we just wordsmithing here? No! It is important to understand each activity and
how it helps motivate in a different way.
Build your routines around a “why” and focus on the basics. You will see improvement in all
your skill sets. But it does take action. Let’s start right now! The “why” gives you purpose
and keeps you focused when things get tough after the initial excitement wears off.
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My Personal Routines Ups and Downs
As a morning person, I like getting up by 5:30 AM to work out. I have just started a new ritual
in my routine. Just before the workout or right after it, I start meditating and create a
gratitude list for a positive state of mind. And yes, sometimes I get rolling too fast and fail to
stop for those 15 to 30 minutes. If I miss this “slow down the brain” in the morning, I try to
stop mid-day to listen to a 10-minute guided meditation, which can be a game-changer for
the rest of the day.
The fun part of my day, my actual business, starts between 7:30-8:00 AM with 3 blocks of time
for my important tasks. These are at 8:00, 10:30, and 3:00. I must focus on the main, but not
urgent stuff first. “The big rocks”, as Steven Covey calls them.
The urgent is very tempting to get into with emails and messages. I always do my best to stay
away from those distractions. If I get involved with emails early in the morning, often I will
still be there until 10:30-11:00 AM. As we all know, emails become a swirling vortex that is
difficult to get out of.
The emails and texts will be there when I am ready. Working on them is often getting other
people's stuff done or focusing on unimportant items on your list. It feels good, but I do not
earn money or build client relationships by email. Sitting on email or reading the WSJ is not
the important stuff I need to accomplish. But why do we do it? The leading projects are often
challenging tasks without immediate gratification. Even that motivation is caused by pain,
that does not mean we necessarily like it. The easier way is always tempting.
As you may have encountered in the work from the home scene, there is a risk to take that
“brief” break and start doing stuff around the house, get distracted, and not get back to
business. Beware of the “business vs home” tug of war. It is a trap.
My mind and body operate most
effectively in the morning. So, it
is necessary to protect that time
for the important tasks, “the big
rocks”. For me, these are my
writing, calling my network, or
practicing my presentations. Yes,
I schedule practice time to
improve my craft! I work through
until 10:00 and then start up
again at 10:30, focusing on “the
big rocks”.
At 11:30, the admin tasks come
in to get in touch and follow up
with calls and email requests.
That is my focus until 2:00 pm
when it is time for lunch.
Another hidden risk of the home office is staying out of the pantry. It is an important
discipline when working from home for many reasons - health, weight, and time distraction,
to name a few. In fact, working out at lunch or mid-day is preferred by some. But I cannot get
myself to cut away to the gym.
After a healthy lunch, I get back to work and go through some of the administration stuff and
work on “the big rocks” at 3:30 that I did not finish. I try to end the day by 6:00-6:30 PM. I
have to be careful about finding myself back in the office after dinner. This can isolate me
from my family and takes time away from that break we need to refresh and come back the
next day with new ideas.
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Whether you stay working from home or headed back to your office, now is a perfect time to
add to or build an effective routine. Despite being simple, this is not easy. It requires a lot of
work, concentration, and taking action. The last part is the most important, taking action.
Make it a priority, make it fun, and you will make it happen.

The Power of Routine
You may not currently be mindful of your daily
routines, but there is a big chance that they are
a significant part of your lifestyle and successes.
While on the other hand, bad routines may
unwittingly hold you back or even fail you.
The Webster’s dictionary defines routine as:
“A regular course of procedure; a habitual or
mechanical performance of an established
procedure”
“A shorthand version to a little less mechanical
version: a sequence of actions regularly
followed”

so much.

As you read that definition, you probably
thought of routines you instinctively follow daily.
The kind of daily actions you mindlessly take no
matter what. We inherently have routines like
sleeping, eating, exercising, etc. Most of these
routines are good, but some of them… well, not

You might not think about these things as a routine per se, but by definition, they truly are.
They are quite literally a sequence of actions regularly followed.
For example, almost anyone reading this probably has the same type of routine before bed
every night. You go to the bathroom, wash your face, brush your teeth, read a book, etc. No
matter what specific actions you follow or in what order, it is probably quite similar every
single evening.

Rituals vs Routines
A ritual is an action performed in the same way or order with specific energy and meaning. It
is a series of steps carefully edited actions, with a side benefit. This side benefit might be a
spiritual connection, a sense of confidence, excitement, or purpose. Or it could be just plain
enjoyment. Religion and churches are full of rituals to create the spiritual sensation available
to the congregation.
The difference between routine and ritual is the meaning you attach to the steps leading up
to the actual activity. Some athletes are superstitious and will only put their shoes on in a
particular order or tie in the laces in a certain way. That is a ritual. The ritual has something
special attached to the activity.
Changing your mindset from a routine to a ritual takes no extra time. If you choose to think of
the activity in a positive way, you can transform the old negative routine into a positive
ritual. You get a lot more out of the experience by thinking positively and making good use of
time. You are aware during the process and focused on doing something good for yourself.
SteeleCoachingGroup.com
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Habits vs Rituals
The two major difference between habits and rituals are:
1. Habits are singularly focused. Rituals can encompass multiple actions. When you think of a
habit, you think about one specific action that you do over and over again.
2. Habits are vague. Rituals are specific. The problem with habits is that they are vague.
Vagueness is a road to non-performance. Saying to yourself “I will work out more!” (habit) is
just wishful thinking. The intention is good, but without a specific action plan, chances are
you are not going to take action.
These are examples of both good and bad habits. A good habit is writing “thank you” notes or
emails to people who gift or help you. A bad habit could be looking at your email first thing in
the morning. If you do not have a specific plan to stop that practice, the bad habit will
continue to steal your time.
It also requires a lot of willpower to keep the vague action into consistent behavior. The
vagueness creates too many opportunities to say “No” and avoid the activity by choosing
something else.
Let’s break down habits vs. rituals with some comparisons.
Habits do not have a system. Rituals do have a system. Habits are actions that usually happen
without thought.
Let’s look at a living example of the differences:
*A habit an average golfer has is buying Titleist golf balls to play their round. It commonly
happens without thinking. The Titleist is the most popular and expensive ball to play. They
play it because the ball is considered the best ball, the pros play it, and it carries status. This
could be a good or bad habit. It depends on how you want to approach it.
I buy golf balls that are on sale. What is my rationale? I do not practice enough for the ball to
make a difference in my game. The price of the most expensive golf ball on the market is not
worth it for me. So, that is my good habit.
*Keeping with the golf metaphors, a ritual is putting a red dot on the ball just left of the
number to identify it on the course. Look at these specifics - a red dot, left side of the
number - these take place with no thoughts. It is all driven by ritual energy that creates a
psychological benefit and a feeling of confidence. I feel more confident over the ball with
that small but significant act of ritual.
So, take inventory of your habits - those actions, good or bad, that you do regularly without
much thinking. Also, take inventory of the rituals in your life - those consistent activities
giving a better sense of self or confidence. These do take thought and planning.

Routines, Ritual, Habits, and Pain
“Skill to do comes of doing.” — Ralph Waldo Emerson
Once we know the difference between a habit (a behavior done with little or no thought), a
routine (series of actions regularly followed), and a ritual (specific actions creating a unique
feeling or a sense of purpose), we can plan accordingly and not be disappointed.
A routine is a frequently repeated behavior. Unlike a habit, skipping a routine does not feel
bad. Routines can easily be skipped or forgotten without proper planning. For instance, I have
a routine every Thursday to make 3 appointments for the next week and write 3 pages for a
blog. It is easy for me to find something else to do. Those are demanding activities I would
like to avoid. They are no fun at first glance.
SteeleCoachingGroup.com
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As mentioned, the ritual creates some energy, confidence, or stimulation. It has a uniqueness
to giving it sense of purpose or enjoyment.
When people say they want something to become a “habit”, they mean they want it to be
effortless. That rarely occurs, though. Wouldn’t it be great if we could engage in the tough
tasks like exercising, eating healthy, or writing in a journal on autopilot?
Studies show that motivation is driven by pain, not by pleasure. Motivation is the desire to
escape discomfort. Human behavior is prompted by pain. And this includes pleasing activities,
as well.
Our brains get our bodies to do what we want through the desire to escape pain. Often, we
dread those tasks that require skills in which we are not trained or competent. No matter the
routine, you can choose to re-imagine your discomfort as a positive action. That will make the
routine easier and more effective.
As an athlete, if you do not dedicate a specific time for your workout and new routine,
chances are it will never get done. The same concept goes for business. Executing a new
behavior requires energy, effort, and commitment.
The successful entrepreneur or athlete learns to look at the discomfort/pain differently. As a
coach, I encourage my clients to make a game out of the most undesirable activity or task.
When I coached college basketball, we called this the “game within the game”.
Make each action within a sequence a play within the game. Successfully executing the series
of plays will create the score and, ultimately, the win. Add up the pieces and it is a success!
Make a game to execute the most difficult task by keeping score or imagining this task as
creating the winning shot.
The dreaded tasks are often the ones we are not experts at executing. Creating the “game
within the game” will accelerate the learning process until you gain expertise and start
enjoying success.
Learn to see the discomfort as your body or mind rising to the challenge. Perception is a
matter of perspective. No matter the routine, you can choose to re-imagine your discomfort
as a good thing.
Some behaviors will inevitably remain routines and never become effortless or exciting. That
is why creating the individual steps to a routine is vital. The steps and directives of the
routine give you a better chance of sticking to what’s truly important.

Why Is ‘Routine’ So Powerful?
The power of routine cannot be overstated.
Having routines that you already follow every day is great,
but that is just the tip of the iceberg. When you tap into the
true power of routine and create repeatable actions that
propel you towards your goals – that’s when things get real.
Routines are the key to succeeding at executing the
important but distasteful activities in both lifestyle and
business.
Remembering that motivation is created by pain, the routine is vital to improvement and
success.
•

If you want to be happy, you need to regularly repeat the actions that make you feel
happy.

•

If you want to lose weight, you need to regularly repeat certain actions like eating
healthy or exercising.
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•

If you want to build wealth, you need to regularly repeat the actions that help you
earn and save money.

•

If you want to be wise, you need to regularly engage in actions that help you gain
knowledge and experience.

Consciously creating a routine makes the needed actions easier - not without thought, but
easier.
Creating a routine takes commitment and a plan. First,
you must determine what you want to be the routine
and why! Without a strong “Why” plans never become
a routine. Plan it out. Will this routine be hourly?
Daily? Weekly? Monthly?
Some routines can be that frequent. For example, I set
a timer every 50 minutes when I am in my office. I use
the alarm as a reminder to get up, get some water,
and do 15 push-ups or squats. The exercises energize
me, get the blood pumping, and allows my mind to
take a break.
It is the retention, recall, recognition, and execution
of the task. It is easier to say” Next time...”. Imagine
the larger, more important, and complex routines. The
pain that creates that motivation is the key to engage and implement. It takes mental focus
and acuity to be accountable to yourself. How about getting an accountability partner?
Looking down the narrow road to success, you will start seeing distractions along the way. You
have created a routine, rehearsed it, committed, and executed the process hundreds of
times. The actions you are repeating will become second nature.
However, there is a new risk now. You have to focus on each activity (remember the “game
within the game”) to stay precise and not just go through the motions. It is a battle to be
great.
The more you practice and repeat the activity, the better you will get at it. By its very
nature, routine promotes practice. Focused practice moves you closer to excellence.
Excellence breeds repetition.

In Summary…
•

Routine helps you work towards your goals.

•

Routine keeps you working towards those goals
regularly.

•

Routine makes you better at the work you need to
do to reach your goals.

SteeleCoachingGroup.com
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Why Do We Struggle with Routine?
The biggest struggle we have with routine is not recognizing its importance and power. The
average person has up to 60,00 thoughts per day. Of those thoughts, 80% are negative.
Besides, 95% are repetitive. Our subconscious makes up 95% of our brainpower. It carries with
it the concept of fear-based living. Throughout evolution, it was fight or flight. And it is the
fear of the unknown that is embedded in our subconscious - the fear of failure, the fear of
success, and what they could bring.
When you are aware of the concept and power of routine, you can actively try to create new
powerful routines that can drastically change your life and diminish that fear.
This awareness allows you to identify the poor routines you have created. You may be
repeating negative actions daily without being mindful of them. As you become more selfaware and awareness-driven, you can work on or eliminate these weaker routines.
Another common struggle with routine is the ability to commit to it. This is usually because of
one of the following factors:
•

You are creating routines that do not match your goals or passion

•

You are trying to build too many routines at once

•

You do not have an action plan, YET!

If all behavior is prompted by pain, then habits, routines, and rituals must follow the same
“rule of pain”.

Procrastination
Procrastination is driven by fear. Fear of the unknown, fear of failure, fear of NO, fear of not
being good enough. Building a routine can help us push through this fear.
Prospecting by its very nature is not fun and at times causes fear. It is an activity of calling
people you do not know to sell them something they do not want and asking them to make an
important decision they are not prepared to make. That sets you up for a lot of No’s and
often can feel like a personal rejection. (We cannot take it personally…)
If I just say:” I am going to prospect tomorrow”, the chances of getting it done are very slim.
However, if I say:” I am going to prospect tomorrow between 8 and 10 and make 8 good
contacts and 1 appointment”, then I have increased my chances for success in the activity.
Executing a new behavior requires specificity, energy, time, effort, a clear process, and
commitment.
We must learn to look at the discomfort differently. Make a game out of the process and try
to distract yourself from the discomfort or dislike. Once you begin to excel, you will also start
to enjoy it.
Prospecting is a fundamental activity to be successful in sales. Making the call, knowing the
process and products, following up, and building the relationship - these are all basic sales
activities that we must execute if we seek success. The basics are hard to do, not fun, and
usually boring.
The basics are hard in the beginning as you learn the steps. They stay a challenge to a veteran
because you often view them as something you already accomplished and know. Successful
salespeople find a way to practice and execute basics more often and precisely than the
average sales professional.
“I never get bored with the basics”. That is a quote from Kobe Bryant, one of the all-time
greats in the NBA who has been renowned for his intense work and practice routines. ” I love
SteeleCoachingGroup.com
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the basics.” As you get better at them, the fear goes out of your game. Fear is the cause of
our procrastination, not time management.
It cannot be just the big goals. You should progress through milestones and celebrations along
the way. Practice and execute with imagination. That is what we used to say on the
basketball court. Kobe went as hard and precisely at the basics every day as he did the skill
shots.
Imagine each part of the workout is the game-winner. Each call you make has a $1,000,000
client on the other end. Your imagination allows your mind and body to rise to the challenge.
Perception is a matter of perspective. No matter the routine, you can imagine your
discomfort as a good thing and go play the game. And not just play it but win it.
It will be the norm that many behaviors will remain routines and, as we mentioned, never
become effortless. By focusing on forming solid routines and adding rituals to go along with
them, you will have a better chance of sticking to what is essential.

Make the Routine, Routine
This guide is all about routine awareness! It is often said in the Navy where routine is a way of
life - it is vital to “make the routine, routine”.
We will start by sharing some stories of successful people in eight different professions and
the routines they use to drive themselves towards their accomplishments.
Almost any success story includes some sort of routine that helped get them there. These
stories will inspire you, by throwing more light on just how powerful routine can be.
After these stories of success, we will embark on the most
important part of the journey - walking down the path of
building a routine together. You will be coached through
the steps necessary to build your routines. These steps will
be universal enough, and you can apply them to any area of
your life.
These ideas are not something new or different. But to use
this book successfully, you need to look for the ones that
you are not doing or understanding yet.
If you say you are familiar with 85% of the concepts in this
book, what is the percentage of the ideas you are already
executing? It is no good just to know the theory. You must
find the best way for you to practice, incorporate, and
execute powerful routines that propel you towards your
goals. It will also help you notice and rectify any negative
routines in your life.
Knowledge is power. Knowledge with action is a
success. Without reading any other sentence, you
already took the first step towards modifying
some of your routines. Then comes the hard part.
Action.
In the last chapter, there will be a thoroughly
prepared list of 50 powerful ideas to add to your
routine. They might be things you have always
wanted to incorporate into your life. They may
inspire you to think of your own. Either way,
routines that shape success all come down to
action and execution. Play hard!
SteeleCoachingGroup.com
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Routines of Successful People
It does not take too much digging into success stories to find examples of powerful routines.
These routines not only help people reach their lofty peaks - but they are also integral to
their success today. Routines are small steps that, over time, make a big difference.
We have collected stories of famous routines from eight different professions.
The routines of these professionals are illustrations
that can contribute to your goals of being happy,
healthy, wealthy, and wise.
We will quickly break down the routines of these
people (some are deceptively simple). Then, we will
see the takeaways from their story.
Pay close attention to these takeaways because
they are powerful tips you can use when building
your own routines. There is a handy bulleted list
included at the end of this section.

Entrepreneurs
“If today was the last day of my life, would I be

happy with what I’m about to do today?”

— Steve Jobs
One simple question, each morning in the mirror. The above quote
was the focal point of Steve Job’s morning routine. Undoubtedly,
he had many other routines, but this one is particularly
fascinating.
Each morning, Steve would face himself in the mirror and asked
that question to himself. If he answered “no” too many days in a
row, then he knew he had to shake things up.
Jobs knew that life was too short to waste time doing things that
do not make him happy. He wanted to make sure he was doing
meaningful, fulfilling work each day.

Your Takeaway:
A routine does not have to be a grand gesture or a major lifestyle change. Sometimes,
something as simple as asking yourself a question every morning can help drive you towards
success. How powerful would it be if you took a moment to ask yourself a simple question like
what Steve Jobs does?

"I look to build a lot of consistent routines, same
thing every day."

— Jack Dorsey
Jack Dorsey is the co-founder of tech giants Twitter and
Square. Like most tech wonderkids, he has a fairly strict
daily routine, allowing him to simplify certain aspects of his
life.
SteeleCoachingGroup.com
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His morning ritual is simple. He wakes up at 5 AM, meditates for 30 minutes, works out, and
then rewards himself with a caffeine fix. This is far from a groundbreaking routine, but it has
2 key takeaways that make it worth highlighting.

Your Takeaway:
The first takeaway from Jack Dorsey comes from the reasoning behind his love of routine.
Dorsey stated in the interview that these daily routines allowed him a measure of control
even when the rest of his day was throwing all sorts of crazy obstacles at him. Routines can
be a source of calm, even in the middle of chaos.
By leaving his coffee until after his routine is finished, Dorsey adds a reward to the whole
concept. His subconscious knows if he focuses and gets his routine done, he will receive
that reward of coffee at the end. It does not have to be lavish to motivate.

Authors
"I had to be at my desk, at my of ice, with the irst
cup of coffee, a legal pad, and write the irst word
at 5:30, ive days a week."

— John Grisham
John Grisham is an amazingly prolific and popular author, with over
20 NY Times Bestselling books. It makes sense that his routine
revolved around writing. A good routine should complement your
passion.
Every working day, Grisham would get up at the same time to write a
single page.
Grisham has a simple yet powerful goal. He is a writer, so his routine relates to writing. It
could take an hour, or it could take 5 minutes, but the routine was the same - a page a day.

Your Takeaway:
A key lesson to be learned from Grisham is choosing a results-based routine. Instead of forcing
yourself to do something for X amount of time, why not focus on the desired outcome
instead? In Grisham’s case, he didn’t force himself to write for 2 hours each day. Instead, he
set a goal of a single page. The time frame was flexible.

“We have a semblance of a normal
life. I’ll read to him what I’ve
written that day. He doesn’t
comment. I don’t invite comments
from anyone but my editor but
hearing it out loud is good.”

— Maya Angelou
Another successful writer, Maya Angelou, was
also a firm believer in routine. Are you starting to see a pattern here? When she was working,
she had a strict routine she followed every single day.

f

f
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A normal working day for Angelou would be with a 6 AM morning coffee with her husband. She
would head to a sparsely furnished room where she could focus on nothing but work. She
would work until the afternoon (exact time depended on how well things were going) and
then meet up with her husband for dinner together.

Your Takeaway:
The highlight in this routine is balance! Angelou works hard and focuses every day, but she
also ensures her life has balance. In her words, “We have a semblance of a normal life”.
This is a great lesson for anyone. Sometimes we get so wrapped up in our goals and passion
that we forgo life’s simple pleasures. Having dinner and spending time with our loved ones is
something we should not take for granted.
It does not matter what you accomplish in one day - it matters what you accomplished at the
end of a week, month, or year. The cumulative effect of those days is the key.

Composer
” To play a wrong note is
insigni icant; to play without
passion is inexcusable.”

— Ludwig van Beethoven
Beethoven was one of the most renowned
musicians of all time. He was known as a man of routine. In fact, he often took it to the next
level. He purportedly started each morning brewing his morning cup of coffee by counting out
60 coffee beans.
After a morning of hard work and a midday dinner, Beethoven would go on a long, often
vigorous, walk. He used a change of environment to break up the monotony of his day. He was
looking for both relaxation and inspiration.
The key to this walk was him always bringing a pencil and a couple of music paper sheets, in
case he was struck with musical inspiration. Be prepared. Too many good thoughts come and
go. Get them out of your head and onto paper.

Your Takeaway:
Beethoven’s midday vigorous walk, while simple, is multi-faceted in its beneficial effects.
Walking is an excellent way to stay active. It can break up the grind of working all day and
help inspiration strike. Beethoven made sure he was ready by carrying a pencil and paper.
This one routine was a triple threat!

Olympic Gold Medalists
“Being able to just get out there and sweat is
something I need, whether it’s only 20 or 30 minutes,
to myself. Just to get ready, to get prepared so I can be
a better dad, a better husband, a harder worker.”

f
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— Michael Phelps
Michael’s day starts the night before with a good night’s rest in a special altitude chamber for
maximum sleep benefit. Yes, we cannot all sleep in a special altitude chamber, but we can
take some lessons from Phelps’s commitment to rest and sleep.
The chamber blocks light and is cool - two factors that increase the quality of your sleep.
Keeping your room cool and dark is the key.
Sleep benefits brain function, mood, weight control, heart, and energy for the workday or
workouts.
Michael starts every day with a workout. It can be time on a bike, on an elliptical, or his old
favorite of being in the pool. He uses the energy of that workout to mentally prepare himself
for the day.

Your Takeaway:
Figure out what helps you sleep the best, and then do it. Sleep is the best routine for a
productive person. Once you get your sleep, then start by energizing your body with a
workout!

“Sleep is extremely important to me — I need to rest
and recover in order for the training I do to be
absorbed by my body.”

— Usain Bolt
Usain Bolt knows that sleep is crucial to his success. It is so important
that he puts it right in his schedule. He needs 10 hours of sleep to perform at his peak. You
read that correctly - Usain Bolt believes in a solid ten hours of sleep every night.
Considering his day consists of four hours of intense workouts that include two hours in the
morning of weightlifting and two hours in the afternoon of track exercises, this is not
surprising.
Additional sleep improvement tips are staying away from electronics before bedtime. The
exact amount of time varies per study, but 1-2 hours is the consensus. It is a given that the
blue light of electronics is bad for your sleep.
He is obviously in tune with his body and knows what it needs to perform to Olympic Gold
Medal perfection! Ok, no one is perfect, but winning Olympic Gold NINE times is pretty close
to it, in my book!

Your Takeaway:
Determine what your body needs for sleep. Do not panic if you do not do the recommended
eight hours of sleep, we always hear experts talking about. There are no magic numbers for
anything. YOU know YOUR body best. Listen to it. Act on what it tells you!

Attorney
” I’m a big believer that how your day starts is really important.”

— Bob Ferguson
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Robert (Bob) Ferguson is a lawyer who got elected as the 18th and
current Attorney General of the State of Washington. As the
Attorney General, the demands on his time are enormous. His
routine starts with waking up between 5:00 and 6:00 AM. Ferguson
religiously carves out personal time in the morning to spend and
enjoy time with his wife and children by making them breakfast.
By scheduling them first thing in the morning, Ferguson has time
for what matters most - his family. It is easy for meetings to run
late and steal dinner time, but we are in charge of our mornings
and appointments.

Your Takeaway:
Whatever is most important to you should be on the schedule first. Our jobs come and go.
Everyone leaves their job either because they quit, get fired, or retire. Keeping boundaries
for family and social life is vital for a healthy and happy lifestyle.
Our family and friends are for a lifetime. No one has left this earth saying, “I wish I spent
more time at the office…”

Astronaut
“It takes all of this technology to
come up here and understand the
simplicity of things. From here, it’s
really dif icult to understand
borders, wars, and hate.” .... it’s very
clear: you can only work together.
You may have different views, but
you have to get along. You have to
make it work, every day because
you’re on the same spaceship.”

— Thomas Pesquet
Thomas Pesquet was the first French Astronaut to the International Space Station in 2017. He
emphasizes that his routine includes working together and coordinating with his fellow
spaceship personnel to accomplish the tasks of the day. Routines are not always individual
programs.
When working with a team, your routine is one part of your day, and the team routine is the
other. It is necessary to integrate the routines of teammates, whether on a spaceship or in the
office. In a spaceship, you need to truly coordinate routines, as it is a matter of life.
Astronaut Pesquet is 255 miles in space, circling Earth. Working out, reading, learning, and
having a hobby are all important both in space and on Earth. He understands teamwork and
all that entails when it comes to routine.

Your Takeaway:

f
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This takeaway is not just to have a routine, but when traveling out of your daily environment,
you can still keep up parts of your routines. “Make the routine, routine.”

Military Professionals
“If you make your bed every
morning, you will have
accomplished the irst task of the
day. It will give you a small sense
of pride. It will encourage you to
do another task. And another…
By the end of the day, that irst
task completed will have turned
into many tasks completed.
Making your bed will also
reinforce the fact that the little
things in life matter. If you can’t
do the little things right, you’ll
never be able to do the big things
right. So, if you want to change the world, start off by making your bed.”

— Admiral William H McRaven, Commander — US
Special Operations Command
Armed Forces Service professionals spend their lives doing what the majority of us cannot or
will not do. They run towards the danger, towards the enemy, and the gunfire.
Military professionals have a routine each day to prepare themselves for the possibility of
stepping into a danger zone. People can die if they are not prepared. The military treats their
routines with urgency, respect, and gravitas.

Your Takeaway:
Your routines start your day for success. As Admiral McRaven describes above, pick a small
task that you do each day and start your routine. Do that one specific task well every
morning. That first accomplished task leads to another, and another, and before you know it,
you are changing your world!

f
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Revisiting Your Takeaways
Listed below is a summary of the Success Story Takeaways from the previous chapter. Revisit
this list as often as you need to stay fresh with your routine. Ideally, you can print this page
out and post it somewhere to remind yourself of these positive actions or the 50 actions you
will receive in the last chapter.
Reading these takeaways each day could become your first routine!
•

Write down your current routine items, chart them and take inventory.

•

Create routines that center you and prepare you for the day.

•

Create result-based routines that help you stay in the flow and motivate you daily.

•

Routines can add a level of control to otherwise chaotic days. Create boundaries for
your time in work and play.

•

Build a reward system directly into your routine.

•

Make sleep an important part of your routine. Have targeted sleep times when
possible.

•

The cumulative effects of routine are what matter most.

•

Do not fear some flexibility in your routines.

•

Embrace your personal preference when you create daily routines.

•

Be willing to modify your routine to adjust to changes in your life situation.

•

Schedule family and playtime. What goes on the schedule gets attention and is
executed.

•

Make the routine, routine.

Improve and Create Your Own Powerful Routines
In this section, we will examine the
best practices of routines, rituals,
and habits. The ideas and steps will
be broad enough to use them in
multiple areas of your life, business,
family, friends, and recreation.
Each of these nine steps is common
sense and has specific details that
are important to the success,
longevity, and enjoyment of your
routine.
Common sense does not mean that
these details are easy to remember
or easy to incorporate into the ritual
and routine. Be thoughtful, build it
right, build it right now, and build it to last and enjoy. Most important, build it and Get into
ACTION.
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Step One: Your Motive
What is the “Why” in your routine?
You need the Why to tap into the
staying routine.
The easiest way to verify your “Why"
is to match your routines to your
goals – both short-term and longterm. Successful people usually have
goals based on things like:
•

Household

•

Health/Fitness

•

Work

•

Family

•

Spirit

•

Finances

Take some time to reflect on the long-term goals you would like to accomplish in each of
those areas. This is necessary to maintain your routines in order of importance. Flexibility and
accountability are important as you achieve each of your goals.

Step Two: Examine Your Day
Now you want to examine what you already do on a daily basis. Study your current routines.
You need to recognize which ones are working and which ones are just figments of your
imagination. Consider this base camp, and from here you will be able to create new routines
that address areas of weakness.
An effective way to examine your day is to track your activities every 30 minutes, recording
all the tasks you do from sunrise to sunset. And, yes – usually, this is difficult. The discipline
to break your day into 30 minutes segments and be aware of time and space is tough. But it
will be eye-opening, that is for sure.
Start with a single day, but keep in mind recording a whole week will be significantly more
helpful as you see a pattern develop. The longer periods of study will help you identify both
the positive and entrenched routines. You will expose those sporadic “when the spirit moves
you” activities that are not accomplished daily. Maybe, they should be discarded, too.
As you start recording what you do from the time you wake up right up until you go to bed,
you will be surprised how much time you spend away from your priority goals and routines.
•

Think about the things you have to do before you go to work.

•

Think about everything you need to do to help your family get their day started.

•

What are my priorities in the office? Are they getting the most attention?

•

Consider any repeatable tasks you need to do at work. How can I make them
automated?

•

Consider any repeatable tasks you need to do to keep the household running (cleaning,
organizing, eating, etc.)
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•

Which errands do you need to complete?

•

Which things do you do to stay in good health?

•

What are you doing for your financial health? Do I buy on sale and not pay attention to
my retirement portfolio?

Once you have jotted down all of your tasks, you will have a master list of the activities you
need to embrace or shed.

Step Three: Examine Your List
Now that you have your list, examine it, and take stock of the things you do daily.
Ask yourself the following questions about each task:
•

Is this a positive or negative daily action?

•

Are these actions progressing me towards my goals?

•

Are these actions an efficient use of my time?

As you identify positive tasks, fit your goals, and create efficiency – highlight them.
These are important daily activities you already have instituted. If all the items are beneficial
and move you closer to your goals and vision, commit to continuing and perfecting them.
Alternatively, if tasks do not tick off all the 3 above boxes, you might want to look at
dropping them or replacing them with new routines.

Step Four: Look for Weakness
Earlier, you were encouraged to write down or set new
goals. These goals are to address areas in your life you
want to become more efficient, effective, and enjoyable.
Look at that list and try to pinpoint any weaknesses in
your daily tasks and routines that support your goals.
•

Are any of your goals not being addressed
properly?

•

Are you doing things daily that progress you
towards each of your goals?

•

Are the things you are doing as good as they can
get?

If so, then congrats - you are using the power of routine
already!
Let’s be honest, though - most of us can do better. Write down where you think you are
struggling. Create a list of the areas you do not perform enough each day/week/month to
address.
For example, some people might be exercising each day, but they are not saving enough
money. If this, is you, then you would write down “financial” as an area of struggle?
At the end of this step, you should have a couple of areas in your life you might want to focus
on harder.

Step Five: Brainstorm New Routines
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The list you created will focus you on the areas of life you are not addressing properly yet.
Looking at the soft spot in your routine, draw up a plan, steps, and exercises, to make you
more efficient, less stressed, and happier.
This includes dropping activities that are no longer effective or create joy. Routines need to
be enjoyable and efficient. It takes some effort and work, but the routines should be
designed to increase the overall enjoyment of your life. So, make a list of 2-3 things you could
do each day to address the chosen drills.
If you highlighted “financial”, write down a daily task or two to help you with that. It could
be as simple as cutting out lunches or throwing your loose change into a jar at the end of
each day.

Step Six: Schedule Your New Routines
Ideally, after the last step, you will have several new routines to incorporate into your life.
This is the time to take a look if they are realistic, boost productivity, efficiency, and
satisfaction. Remember, if you get no true satisfaction, this is not routine for you. Do not
forget to schedule play!
Study how your routines fit your life so that you can prepare and plan for it. This does not
happen by rolling out of bed and jotting a few notes as you read the news. The effort you put
into the plan will determine how much you get out of your efforts.
One suggestion in trying to work some of these into your day, you can simply categorize them
by the time of day that makes the most sense. Keep it simple with 3 categories:
•

Morning routines

•

Afternoon routines

•

Night routines
When you are separating your routines into
categories, remember to honor your personal
preference. Some people like to get more complex
tasks done early, while others like to spend their
mornings in a more reflective or laid-back state.
Be honest with yourself. AM or PM? Most of us
instinctively know when we are more effective, but
if you do not, make sure to consider your most
important activities.

In
the
development of routines, you need to be sincere in
your circumstances. If you are consistently rushed and
stressed to get things done in the morning and out the
door, adding a 30-minute meditation routine before
work will not fly. Tighten your morning routine first,
then add to it.
Adjust your routines to fit your personal preferences,
as well as your circumstances. The smarter and more
strategic you add or adjust your routine, the easier it
will be to stick to it.

Step Seven: Stick to It
Just keep on doing the routine! Sounds simple, right? Yes, it is that simple. It is just not that
easy.
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Committing to doing a new daily task is not as simple as wanting to do it. If that were the
case, we would all get enough exercise, save a ton of money, and have a clean and organized
house. Truth is, committing and executing a new routine is much more challenging than
simply creating one.
Do not forget the opportunity to use the power of the ritual!
There are a couple of coaching points to help you stick to and execute your new routine:
1. Add a few rewards and seek additional motivation.
2. Make it more fun and satisfying.
Commit to 30 days – There are many stories out
there discussing the specific timeframe to make
a habit/routine stick. For most people, 30 days
is both reasonable and long enough to get into a
pattern.
Use a calendar or app to mark each day done –
There is something really powerful about seeing
your progress right in front of you. Ideally, you
would get a calendar, hang it somewhere to
constantly mark each day with a “✔” when you
complete a task of your new routine(s). Conversely, if you have a number of new tasks/
routines you want to stick to, you could use color-coded stickers.
Of course, there are plenty of habit-creation apps that will also allow you to track your month
of new routines. One note here – be careful about how many notifications you get. The more
notifications I get, the easier it is to ignore them. That’s just me.
Built-in flexibility – Let’s not forget life happens, and we need to be flexible at times. One
example is to build flexibility right into your routines when you write them down. For
example, allow yourself to skip one workout per week or break one rule per week.
Hold yourself accountable but permit yourself not to be perfect. Look to get yourself an
accountability partner. It can make the whole process more enjoyable. Remember how
motivation works - by avoiding the pain. An accountability partner motivates you to avoid the
pain of having someone know you did not execute your plan.
Make up a rule that can break your routine for a day, as long as you do not break it on
consecutive days. No matter how you incorporate flexibility, you just need to figure out what
works best for you without flexing right out of the routine.
Build in a reward – Guess who likes rewards? Everyone!
You should think of a reward you can give to yourself if
you go the full 30 days with your new routine(s). Try to
think of a reward that means something to you. It is not
necessary to be too extravagant or out of your means. It
should be a simple reward to make you happy at the
moment.
Just be careful it is not counterproductive. For example, rewarding yourself with a gallon of
ice cream after a workout does not help your goal to be healthy. But maybe a single scoop
after a full week of workouts will complete the reward and not undo everything you did.
Jack Dorsey of Twitter had a simple daily reward of a cup of coffee. You can choose something
that resonates more with you. However, when a billionaire used a cup of coffee as a reward,
it shows you do not have to go overboard.
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If you want to reward yourself with something more exciting or luxurious – make it match your
goals. The bigger the goal, the bigger the reward. Share the goal and reward with your spouse
or partner, and just see how encouraging they might get!
An example would be a new exercise program to walk/run 1 mile, stretch, and do 100 pushups - 6 days a week. You might reward yourself with a new gym membership, or some nice
workout shoes, or a new road bike.
Rewards that directly address your personal goals are designed to help you accomplish them
more efficiently and effectively.

Step Eight: Self-Reflection
At the end of the month, take a look at your
scoreboard and assess your progress. It is time to
sit back and take time to reflect on the good, the
bad, and the ugly. Ask yourself these questions:
•

What went well with my new routine?

•

Did my new routine have an appreciable
effect on my life?

•

What part of my new routine did I struggle with?

•

What part of my routine did I truly enjoy?

•

What could I do to make my routine more efficient?

•

Is this something I want to continue doing?

•

Is there something I need to add or take away?

•

Is there a better use of my time?

Asking yourself these types of questions will help you correct your trajectory (if needed) and
tweak your routines to be more helpful or efficient.
Do not be afraid to drop routines that have not helped you or just do not vibe with your life.
By the same token, do not be afraid to double down on routines that have had a significant
impact on your life or that you truly enjoy.

Step Nine: Tweak Them and Start a New 30 Days
It is a routine, right? You do not stop doing it. You do not stop changing and fine-tuning it.
Take what you learned from the above self-reflection and work on perfecting these new
routines. As you repeat Steps 8 and 9 every 30 days, you will be regularly improving your
routines until they are ideal for you.
Your commitment to creating and perfecting routines will become a routine itself!
The power of routine is a powerful force that only gets stronger as you fully acknowledge and
embrace it. Anyone who follows these 9 steps is doing both.
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50 Daily Routine Examples
The List of 50 ideas or drills to incorporate into
your game or routine is not new information. All
top athletes and performers use basic drills to
remain at the top of their game. Those high-level
performers simply love and practice the
fundamentals. They create games within the
game to make the basics fun.
These may not seem life-changing or momentous,
but by focusing on 2 or 3 new and exciting drills,
your success will empower you to grow and seek
more. As we execute these drills, we will develop
our game and create additional and often
exponential growth and success. An exacting yet pleasurable routine will increase efficiency
and satisfaction over time.
Your dedication to reading this book is the beginning of a positive routine. It is important to
remember and take stuff out of your day as you add activities to your day. Too often we get
overloaded and just shut down.
Keep your focus to a few at a time. Match the new routine and steps to help achieve your
larger goals. Use these as jumping-off points for your program. Think one step (and routine)
at a time.
Daily or minimum consistent action on these pieces of your routine will build your confidence
and eagerness to take on one more, then one more... As your routine develops, only a few of
these will become habits. The routine will always remain a challenge, but as you improve and
become more successful in that activity it becomes more effortless.
1. Make your bed each morning. You have accomplished something that day.
2. Create a personal daily morning routine.
3. Get dressed to impress each morning, even if you work from home.
4. Drink 16oz (~500ml) of water as soon as you wake up and at regular intervals in the
day.
5. Eat a healthful protein-packed breakfast before you head out for the day.
6. Do some form of a workout daily - from a 15-minute walk - calisthenics to a full
workout.
7. Spend some time each night thinking about what you are grateful for.
8. Every night after dinner and before bed - write down some key to-dos for the next day.
9. Spend some time meditating, personal inventory.
10. Spend 5 minutes each morning scheduling your day.
11. Make a goal to save X amount of money daily.
12. Reach out to a new networking connection - send one card, send one email, make 1
call minimum.
13. Read and visualize your long-term goals regularly.
14. Find an exercise activity you enjoy doing to stay active.
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15. Find a hobby that you want and can spend some time on.
16. Business Builder - send one card, one email, one call to clients or prospects.
17. Make a habit of reading something inspirational.
18. Have a go-to song (or playlist) that pumps you up in the morning.
19. Start practicing yoga, stretching, or foam rolling.
20. Do something nice for someone else.
21. Do something that makes you happy.
22. Make it a priority to talk with happy or positive people.
23. Get out into nature. When is the last time you enjoyed your backyard or a park?
24. Practice deep breathing for a few minutes.
25. Listen to something calming.
26. Reach out to a close friend. Reach out to an acquaintance you have not spoken to
recently.
27. List three great things about yourself.
28. Write down one major thing you want to accomplish that day.
29. Ask yourself if you are doing something you are proud of.
30. Find or develop a mantra and repeat it for a few minutes.
31. Step outside your comfort zone and try something that challenges you.
32. Turn off all of your devices for a set period or at a set time.
33. Take a risk (big or small).
34. Tidy your workspace and prepare it for the next day. Declutter.
35. Answer your emails at a set time. Discipline yourself to stay out of email.
36. Smile and laugh every day. Make someone else smile and laugh, too.
37. Do something that makes you feel beautiful inside or out.
38. Do something that makes you feel powerful physically or mentally.
39. Do something that makes you feel confident.
40. Eat something healthy that you might not like and acquire a taste.
41. Set and achieve a micro-goal for the morning or afternoon. Enjoy the success.
42. Check in with a mentor or accountability buddy.
43. Create a nighttime pre-sleep ritual. Reflect on your day? Gratitude journal.
44. Commit to waking up earlier than usual.
45. Use a set time to plan your meals for the day.
46. Try something new every week. Something you are not good at or comfortable with.
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47. Take a meaningful break from work.
48. Track and study your finances/spending. Look for those wasted dollars.
49. Start keeping a gratitude journal.
50. Learn something new every day.
Start with 2 or 3 of these ideas and make it happen!
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Conclusion
Routine, ritual, and habits play a massive role in all of our lives. A planned and tailored
routine will be designed to create efficiency, effectiveness and take away worry and stress.
You have some sort of routine in your life You can tick off many activities you have trained
yourself to do in sequence each day without much thought. What are your rituals? Can you
identify your habits to incorporate into your routine?
As you practice your routine, rituals, and habits you will begin to fulfill your goals. Attack
your practice every day. Your efforts will create micro successes that add up with time. We do
not need to hit the 3 point shot every time down the court. We just chip away daily, get a few
layups, and the cumulative power of small activities adds up to a win.
We have an EVERYday Power Routine Workbook to help you build out these new routines. It is
available right here and right now to help you build your routine to last and enjoy.
Let’s connect and have a conversation about a challenge you are having this week. I am open
to a conversation. Collaboration works!
Now is the time for you to start winning with your routines. Let the power of routine drive
you towards your best life!

Work hard, play smart, have fun!
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